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Probing biolubrication with a nanoscale flow

S. Leroy,*ab A. Steinberger,ab C. Cottin-Bizonne,ab A.-M. Trunfio-Sfarghiuab and E. Charlaix*ab

The fluidity of lipid membranes is an essential property for their biological function. Here we use a dynamic surface forces apparatus 
to probe flow at the nanoscale on supported phospholipid bilayers and we present direct mechanical measurements of their fluidity. 
We show that gel-phase DPPC bilayers deposited on glass behave as a rigid surface for the flow, whereas fluid DOPC bilayers are 
mobile and slide with a very low friction coefficient. These findings provide new perspectives for the investigation of the lubricant 
properties of phospholipid bilayers and for the design of biomaterial and biomedical devices of low frictional properties.

I. Introduction

Substrate-supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) provide unique possi-

bilities for reconstituting biological cell membranes on solid

surfaces and have therefore an immense interest for nano-

biotechnology applications.1 They offer the appropriate host

environment to study membrane proteins at the level of the single

molecule and provide ideal analytical platforms for drug devel-

opment.2,3 They are ubiquitous in biological rubbing contacts

and their unique lubricant properties hold great promise for

biomedical materials, new artificial organs and implants.4–6

In all these applications the mechanical behaviour of SLBs is

a key issue, as the bilayer fluidity is essential for mimicking the

cell surface, maintaining its biological function and avoiding the

denaturation of embedded proteins.1 Like all soft and ultra-thin

films resting on a solid interface, the mechanical properties of

SLBs are difficult to probe directly. The existing methods for

probing the fluidity of supported membranes rely essentially on

lipid diffusion measurements using fluorescence-recovery-after-

photobleaching (FRAP)7–9 or NMR,10 the diffusion coefficient

being related through hydrodynamic calculations to the internal

viscosity of the bilayer and its friction coefficient on the

substrate.11 The interpretation of such experiments is however

non-trivial and rather involved, and the results are strongly

affected by external parameters such as the area per lipid

head.12,13 Recently Jonsson et al. presented a first direct

measurement of the mechanical response of a SLB to a shear

stress, using an original microfluidic technique.14

We present here another direct determination of the fluidity of

SLBs, thanks to a unique nanorheology technique using

a dynamic surface forces apparatus (DSFA). By measuring the

nanometric slippage of a SLB supported on a Pyrex substrate

under a tangential shear stress, we determine its friction coeffi-

cient on the solid surface. These measurements provide

a mechanical signature of the rigidity of gel phase DPPC (L-a-

dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine) supported bilayers and of the

fluidity of DOPC (L-a-dioleoylphosphatidylcholine) ones. We

find that the latter slides with a very low friction coefficient.

Furthermore we correlate the tangential rigidity of the SLB and

its ability to sustain a normal stress without rupture, a feature of

high relevance for the lubricating properties of SLBs.15,16

II. Experimental

Our nanorheology technique is a surface force apparatus

specifically designed for investigating the dynamics of liquids at

interfaces.17 Water is confined between a plane supporting the

bilayer and a Pyrex sphere (see Fig. 1). The device oscillates the

sphere at a very small amplitude so that its displacement normal

to the plane is D(t) ¼ D + hocosut (0.1 nm < h0 < 2 nm), and it

measures the components of the responding force, i.e. the quasi-

static component Fstat(D) and the complex component ~F(u) at

the driving frequency u/2p. The quantity of interest for probing

the response of the bilayer is the sphere mobility m(D), defined

as the ratio of the sphere velocity to the viscous drag induced by

the flow. If the surfaces limiting the flow are rigid and enforce

a no-slip boundary condition, the viscous force is the so-called

Reynolds force and the mobility is proportional to the sphere-

plane distance:

mðDÞ ¼ �
hou

Im½ ~FðuÞ�
¼

D

6phwR
2

(1)

with hw the viscosity of water and R the sphere radius. Any

deviation from this linear dependence reflects a finite motion of

Fig. 1 Representation of a Poiseuille flow between a sphere and a fluid

bilayer. The sliding velocity of the top of the bilayer is Vs. The apparent

Navier slip length ls is the ratio of the boundary velocity to the local shear

ls ¼ Vs/(vv/vz)bilayer.
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the flow boundary, and possibly a deformation of the bilayer

under the applied shear stress (see Appendix).

We study solid and fluid SLBs prepared using respectively

DPPC and DOPC (Avanti Polar Lipids). These phospholipid

bilayers have been shown to be respectively in a solid or gel phase

(DPPC) and in a fluid phase (DOPC) at ambient temperature.

More specifically, the lipid diffusion coefficient at room

temperature measured by FRAP7,18 is known to be much smaller

in DPPC supported bilayers (x10�12 cm2/s) than in DOPC ones

(x10�8 cm2/s), and the lipid packing density at room temperature

measured by ellipsometry, X-ray scattering or neutron reflectiv-

ity is larger in DPPC bilayers (i.e., about 50 Å2 area per molecule)

than in DOPC bilayers (i.e., about 87 Å2 area per molecule).19,20

The bilayers are deposited on clean hydrophilic floated Pyrex

surfaces, stored in ultra-pure water (Millipore, milliQ, 18.2

MU.cm), and used within the day. DPPC bilayers are prepared at

high lateral pressure (40 mN/m) by the Langmuir-Blodgett

method using a standard procedure.21 DOPC bilayers are formed

with the method of co-adsorption of lipid-surfactant micelles.19,22

We choose this method because it minimizes the risk of oxidation

of the DOPC hydrophobic chains by exposure to air, as oxida-

tion is known to have a strong impact on the fluid character of

the bilayers. Lipids are solubilized together with 1% fluorescent

lipids (DHPE-TRITC lipids fromMolecular Probes, whose ends

are fluorescent in green light) in chloroform/ethanol solvent in

volume proportion 9/1. Solvent is evaporated with nitrogen on

the wall of a tube, and the lipids are then allowed to hydrate in

ultra-pure water to form a multi-lamellar vesicle suspension (2 g/

L). The lipids are solubilized with the surfactant n-dodecyl-b-D-

maltoside (DDM) in micelles (ratio 1/6 by weight) in water. 3 ml

of micelle solution are co-adsorbed on a borosilicate glass plane

for 5 min with 0.3 ml of a 20 mM CaCl2 solution. Finally a long

and slow rinsing with ultra-pure water is performed in order to

remove the DMM, as explained in ref. 19. The lipid packing

density, according to the determination of Grant et al. by

ellipsometry, is about 90 Å2 area per molecule.

We check the quality of our SLBs with an atomic force

microscope (Veeco Explorer) used in the contact mode (Fig. 2).

They appear smooth (less than 0.2 nm r.m.s. roughness on a 1mm

� 1mm scan) and do not reveal defects. We showed in other

works16 in agreement with the literature19 that the thickness of

the bilayers e is 3.5–4 nm for the DOPC SLB and about 5 nm for

the DPPC SLB. This difference can be explained by the different

phases of these bilayers.

III. Results

Fig. 3 shows the results of nanorheology experiments on a DPPC

bilayer. The static interaction force Fstat shows a steric repulsion

when the Pyrex sphere comes into proximity with the bilayer,

followed by a steep hard wall. On the backward motion a weak

adhesion is observed. There is no sign of any bilayer degradation

even at much higher load than the one applied in Fig. 3. The

sphere mobility m(D) varies as a straight line as a function of the

sphere-plane distance in good agreement with eq (1), showing

that a no-slip condition holds both on the sphere and on the

bilayer. These data show the absence of water slippage at the

DPPC/water interface as well as the absence of any significant

tangential motion of the top of the DPPC bilayer with respect to

its supporting substrate. The DPPC bilayer behaves as a rigid

surface, and this up to the maximum tangential stress

sT ¼ hw

vv
T

vz

�

�

�

�

�

max

x100 Pa

probed in the experiment (see Appendix).

The intersection of the plot of m(D) with the D-axis corre-

sponds to the hydrodynamic origin, i.e. the contact between the

flow boundaries, here the sphere/water and the DPPC/water

interfaces. Choosing this hydrodynamic contact as the distance

origin, the location of the steep hard wall occurs at an abscissa

0 � 0.5 nm, while the onset of the steric repulsion occurs at

a distance Ds ¼ 1 � 0.5 nm when the sphere and the bilayer are

still separated by a thin water film (Fig. 4). This thickness Ds is

slightly larger than the peak-to-peak value of the roughness of

the bilayer over a 1 mm2 area. From the inset of Fig. 3 one sees

that water remains fluid in this thin film without any noticeable

change from its bulk viscosity.

The DOPC supported bilayers have a very different behaviour.

On the first approach of the sphere, the mobility varies linearly

with the displacement only at distances larger than about 15 nm

from the bilayer. At smaller distances the plot deviates from the

straight line and curves down to point towards a hydrodynamic

Fig. 2 AFM image and topography profile in contact mode of (a)

a DOPC and (b) a DPPC bilayer immersed in water.

Fig. 3 Static force Fstat and sphere mobility as a function of the sphere-

plane distance, obtained on a DPPC bilayer. The sphere radius is R¼ 2.9

� 0.3 mm and the frequency 19 Hz. The straight line is the best fit of the

damping.
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origin (Fig. 5). This origin locates the contact between the flow

boundaries i.e. the sphere/water and DOPC/water interfaces, and

is choosen as the distance origin. One sees on the static force that

the steep hard wall repulsion is located beyond the hydrody-

namic origin at a distance e ¼ 3 � 0.5 nm equivalent to the

bilayer thickness. Thus there is no steep repulsion between the

sphere and the bilayer, the latter deforms and ruptures under the

load applied by the sphere, leading to a strong adhesion when

the sphere is separated from the plane.

As the mobility m(D) does not vary as a straight line with D,

the boundary velocity is no longer a zero velocity. We describe

the mobility by assuming a sliding velocityVs of the DOPC/water

interface described by the Navier partial slip boundary condition

Vs ¼ lsvV(z)/vz, where ls is the Navier length and b ¼ hw/ls the

associated fluid friction coefficient:

mðDÞ ¼
D

6phwR
2f *a ðD=lsÞ

f *a ðxÞ ¼
1

4

�

1þ
6x

4
½ð1þ 4xÞlnð1þ 1=4xÞ � 1�

� (2)

f*a is the theoretical expression for an asymmetric system with

a no-slip boundary condition on one side (the sphere) and

a mobile boundary on the other.23 The agreement is excellent

(dashed line in Fig. 5b) and provides a slip length ls¼ 6� 0.5 nm.

The slip length measured corresponds to an overall friction

coefficient b ¼ 1.7 � 0.3 105 Pa.s/m characterizing the sliding of

the supported DOPC membrane.

IV. Discussion

This friction coefficient found on the DOPC bilayer is two to

three orders of magnitude lower than the typical range of

experimental values reported in the literature, obtained either

through lipid diffusion or through dynamics of deformation of

vesicles for the intermonolayer friction.8,18,24–26 It is also one

hundred times lower than the direct measurement performed by

Jonsson et al. for egg-PC SLBs on glass. The systems are however

different: egg-PC is a mixture of fluid-like and solid-like lipids of

different heights, features which could increase the friction

compared to a homogeneous fluid DOPC bilayer.

In contrast our result lies much closer to molecular dynamics

simulations of sheared bilayers.27 This raises the question of the

actual origin of the friction measured in direct measurements. In

lipid diffusion measurements, different friction mechanisms add

up to lower the lipid mobility and the diffusion coefficient

reflects the largest friction at play. In the direct measurements to

the contrary, the overall tangential motion is the sum of all

sliding motions, therefore the friction coefficient is dominated by

the weakest coupling. There are in principle three sliding

motions possible under a shear stress, associated with three

friction coefficients: the inner monolayer on the Pyrex surface

(bms), the monolayer/monolayer sliding (bmm), and the water

slippage onto the outer monolayer (bwm). Among these potential

sliding motions, we expect the slip of water on the outer

monolayer to be negligible. First it is usually observed that water

does not slip on hydrophilic surfaces.28 Second the absence of

slippage on hydrophilic surfaces is heavily supported by theo-

retical understanding of interfacial hydrodynamics.29 Finally

a no-slip condition is found on the DPPC bilayers, which have

the same polar heads as DOPC.21 Therefore the possible sliding

mechanisms are the sliding of the bilayer on the Pyrex substrate,

and the monolayer/monolayer sliding. The measured friction

coefficient b is the harmonic average of the associated friction

coefficients:

Fig. 4 Schematic representation of the flow of water on a DPPC bilayer

and the associated distances. The origin of distances corresponds to the

hydrodynamic contact between the sphere and the bilayer. The onset of

the steric repulsion occurs at the distance Ds ¼ 1 � 0.5 nm from hydro-

dynamic contact, through a fluid water film of similar viscosity as bulk

water.

Fig. 5 (a) Static force andmobility measured as a function of the sphere-

plane distance on a DOPC bilayer at the first approach. The dashed line is

the best fit of m(D) with a no-slip boundary condition on the sphere and

a slip length ls¼ 6 nm on the bilayer. (b) Zoom close to the contact on the

first approach of the sphere. The dotted line is the linear extrapolation of

the mobility measured at large distances. The inset represents schemati-

cally the flow of water on the DOPC bilayer.
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1/b ¼ 1/bms + 1/bmm (3)

We have a further insight on the relative importance of these two

mechanisms by analyzing the subsequent cycles of approach-

retraction of the sphere onto the DOPC bilayer. In all the experi-

ments we have performed, the first approach is singular and differs,

as opposed to DPPC, from the subsequent cycles which are all

reproducible. In all the subsequent cycles, we find that any attempt

to fit the viscous damping with a no-slip boundary condition on the

sphere fails utterly, even when the position of the hydrodynamic

origin is adjusted as a free parameter (see Fig. 6). In order to

account for the measured damping, we have to assume an identical

boundary condition on the sphere and on the plane:

mðDÞ ¼
D

6phwR
2f *s ðD=lsÞ

f *s ðxÞ ¼
x

3

�

�

1þ
x

6

�

ln

�

1þ
6

x

�

� 1

� (4)

with f *s the theoretical expression for a system with symmetric

boundary conditions.23 The agreement obtained is excellent, and

corresponds to a slip length ls ¼ 6 nm equal to the one obtained

on the first approach.

This behaviour suggests that a piece of bilayer has been ripped

off the plane on the first approach and covers the sphere, whereas

the defect left behind is healed quickly enough so that the bilayer

is reconstituted at the next cycle (Fig. 7). Similar behaviour was

obtained by Tiberg et al. in their AFM study of supporter DOPC

bilayers.19 This picture is also supported by the behaviour of the

static force in the reproducible cycles: the steric repulsive force at

the entrance into the contact reaches a maximum value followed

by two successive jumps of the sphere toward the plane (see

Fig. 6b) of cumulated size 6–7 nm, comparable to the thickness of

two DOPC bilayers. Thus when the two SLBs enter into contact

they are able to sustain only a weak maximum load of 11mN

before the penetration of the sphere through the two bilayers.

The latter occurs in two steps, each one corresponding to the

expulsion of the equivalent of one bilayer out of the contact

region, as seen by the two successive jumps of the static force. An

upper boundary of the maximum normal pressure that the SLBs

can stand without penetration is estimated from the force

threshold (11mN) assuming a Hertz contact between the sphere

and the plane (with the Young’s modulus of silica E ¼ 60 GPa).

The value of this maximal normal pressure, of 4.5 MPa, under-

lines the fragility of the DOPC supported bilayer.

As already described by Israelachvili,30 two different scenarios

are conceivable for the penetration of the sphere into the two

bilayers. In the first scenario (Fig. 8a), one membrane (probably

the one on the sphere because of its probable lower density)

‘‘ruptures’’ and is expelled out of the contact. Then the second

membrane behaves in the same way until the sphere enters into

contact with the plane. This double rupture scenario does not

require any monolayer/monolayer sliding and thus is expected if

the friction coefficient bms of the inner monolayer onto the Pyrex

surface is much lower than the coefficient bmm for the monolayer/

monolayer friction. In this case we would measure bmsx bx 2

� 105 Pa.s/m. As Israelachvili concludes, this scenario which

involves similar steps should show a similar activation barrier or

static force threshold for bilayer ejection, which is not the case in

Fig. 6. Therefore it is likely that we do not have the double

rupture scenario. However we cannot completely rule out this

possibility since the two bilayers are not necessarily totally

similar. The second scenario (Fig. 8b) involves the hemifusion of

the two outer monolayers, which requires monolayer/monolayer

sliding, then the rupture and expulsion of the new bilayer formed

by the inner monolayers, which involves monolayer/Pyrex

sliding. From the force thresholds on Fig. 6 the second step

(rupture) appears easier than hemifusion (first step) from the

point of view of resistance to normal stress, therefore the

Fig. 6 (a) Static force and mobility measured as a function of the sphere-plane distance on a DOPC bilayer for the subsequent cycles (four cycles are

superimposed) for a sphere of radius R ¼ 3 mm. (b) Zoom on the first 30 nm of one cycle. The arrows on the static force symbolize the two jumps of the

sphere toward the contact. The continuous black line is the best fit of the damping, obtained with the same slip boundary condition on the sphere and on

the plane. The slip length is ls ¼ 6 nm. For comparison the dashed line is the best ‘‘non-symmetric’’ fit with a no-slip boundary condition on the sphere

and a boundary slip on the plane. For this ‘‘non-symmetric’’ fit the hydrodynamic origin has to be shifted at zo ¼ �5.5 nm.

Fig. 7 Schematic representation of the flow of water on a DOPC bilayer

and the associated distances in the symmetric case.
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monolayer/Pyrex friction should not be much larger than

the monolayer/monolayer friction. In the case of this second

scenario, we can conclude that both friction mechanisms have

a similar magnitude. More precisely, by estimating bmm/5 # bms

# 5bmm equation 3 provides bounds for the value of the DOPC

monolayer/Pyrex friction coefficient. Thus, whatever the

scenario, we can conclude that: 2� 105 Pa.s/m# bms# 106 Pa.s/m

This magnitude is significantly low compared to typical values

reported in the literature. However the available experimental

determinations have been carried out on systems not exactly

similar to ours. Indeed, the DOPC supported bilayers formed by

the micelle method have been shown to be fragile and to present

low resistance to AFM indentation.16 Nevertheless, our result

demonstrate the possibility of very low friction of lipid head-

groups on a Pyrex surface. Super-lubricating effects have also

been observed by Briscoe et al. on surfactant bilayers under

water, and attributed to the hydration layers surrounding the

headgroups.31 We should mention that our results are not exactly

comparable, as we evidence here a fluid friction behaviour under

zero load, whereas Briscoe et al. probe solid friction under load.

More work is needed for a better understanding of the relation

between these two frictionnal properties.

V. Conclusion

In conclusion, the dynamic surface force apparatus used as

a surface nanorheometer provides an original method to inves-

tigate the mechanical properties of supported lipid bilayers.

Thanks to this nanorheology technique, we evidence the rigidity

of DPPC bilayers both under tangential and normal stresses, in

contrast to DOPC bilayers which exhibit a fluid response to

a tangential stress and undergo a reversible rupture under normal

stress. We also provide a direct mechanical measurement of the

friction coefficient of a DOPC bilayer onto a glass supporting

substrate. The latter is a fluid friction coefficient which has to be

distinguished from solid friction between two rubbing surfaces.

Compared to previous experimental estimations performed on

related but not exactly similar systems, our results show a low

friction coefficient of lipid headgroups onto Pyrex. This finding

shows the same tendency as the super-lubricating effects reported

by Briscoe et al. on surfactant bilayers under water.31

We expect that such a direct mechanical study of supported

lipid bilayers should provide a significant contribution to the

quantitative understanding of their bio-lubricating power and

the solid friction properties of surfaces that they coat. Indeed the

solid friction of surfaces coated by similar phospholipid layers to

the ones studied in the present work have been investigated by

Sfarghiu et al.5,16 They found a much lower friction coefficient on

DPPC bilayers than on DOPC ones, due to the fact that DOPC

are more fragile and deteriorate under the sliding. This corrob-

orates the work of Drummond et al. showing the increase of

friction between surfactant bilayers undergoing hemifusion.32

One could guess that a low fluid friction of the supported bilayer

on its substrate should facilitate its tangential motion under

normal load, thus lowering the pressure threshold for its rupture.

Therefore we plan to study more comprehensively the relation

between the tangential friction of supported bilayers on their

substrate and their resistance to normal load, by investigating the

Fig. 8 Schematic representation of the two possible mechanisms for penetration of the sphere into the two DOPC bilayers. The (A) mechanism requires

only the sliding of bilayers on Pyrex (solid arrows) and the (B) mechanism involves both a monolayer/monolayer sliding (open arrows) and a sliding of

bilayers on Pyrex (solid arrows).
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influence of physico-chemical parameters (such as the method of

deposition, the lipid density, and the ion content of the solution)

as well as the mechanical properties (curvature and rigidity) of

the substrate. These results may participate in a better under-

standing of the very low fluid friction coefficients found in bio-

lubrication phenomena, and have implications for future

technological and biomedical applications.6

VI. Appendix—membrane deformation

The axisymmetric sliding of a DOPC membrane induces an

oscillating deformation in the plane, proportional to the ampli-

tude of the driving and associated with a spatial modulation of

the lipid density which could induce non-linear effects. We esti-

mate here the amplitude of the DOPC membrane deformation in

the conditions of the experiment. The amplitude of the defor-

mation 3(r) at a distance r from the sphere-plane axis is related to

the displacement as(r)cosut of the membrane element by:

3ðrÞ ¼
dasðrÞ

dr
asðrÞ ¼

VsðrÞ

u
¼

~vðr; 0Þ

u

with ~v(r,y) the amplitude of the oscillating flow velocity in the

water film and (r, y) the cylindrical coordinates (see Fig. 1). The

latter satisfy 0# y# z ¼ D + r2/2R in the limit D� R. The flow

profile is parabolic in y and obeys the mass conservation relation

ð

z

0

~vðr; yÞdy ¼ r _D=2 ¼ rhou=2

For the sake of simplicity and because we can study more easily

the linearity of the reproducible cycles, we assume here

symmetric boundary conditions

~vðr; 0Þ ¼ ls

�

v~v

vy

�

y¼0

~vðr; zÞ ¼ ls

�

v~v

vy

�

y¼z

The velocity profile is ~v ¼ (asu/zls)[z(y + ls) � y2] with

as ¼
3rhols

zðzþ 6lsÞ

3ðrÞ ¼
3hols

zðzþ 6lsÞ

�

1�
2r2

zR

zþ 3ls

zþ 6ls

� (5)

The deformation is plotted as a function of the radial distance

r for various values of the sphere-plane distance in Fig. 9. It has

a non-monotonic variation, and some parts of the membrane are

compressed while other are extended. The maximum deforma-

tion, located on the sphere-plane axis, is:

3max ¼
3lsho

DðDþ 6lsÞ

Thus large deformations are obtained only at small distances.

However the ratio ho/D of the driving amplitude to the sphere-

plane distance has to be small in order to remain in the limit of

linear response. In practice we limit the driving amplitude to ho/D

# 0.1.With this value the largest membrane deformation possible

to probe is 3max # 5 � 10�2. Within the limit ho/D # 0.1 we have

investigated the sphere mobility at various driving amplitude and

have not found any non-linearity of the DOPC friction coeffi-

cient. We can also underline that the DPPC bilayer is too rigid to

be deformed in this experiment by the axisymmetric solicitation.
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